
MINDMANAGER: GUIDE TO PARAGRAPH STYLES WHEN IMPORTING WORD DOCUMENTS 
STYLE COMMENT 
DEFAULT WORD PARAGRAPH STYLES RECOGNISED ON IMPORT 

Styles Converted to Topics 
Title Becomes map central topic 

Heading 1 Become main topics 

Heading 2 to Heading 5 Become sub-topics, sub-sub-topics, etc 

Styles Converted to Topic Notes 
Normal Become topic notes text for the preceding topic 

Bulleted, List, Italic, 
Numbered, Paragraph, etc  

Become topic notes text with the appropriate formatting for the preceding topic 
(text level formatting also recognised) 

Hyperlink Becomes a hyperlink but as a topic note 

MINDMANAGER WORD PARAGRAPH STYLES RECOGNISED (AND USEABLE) ON IMPORT  

Styles Converted to Topics/Floating Topics/Callouts/Images/Topic Notes 
MM Title Becomes map central topic (first only – subsequent ones become main topics) 

MM Topic 1 Become main topics 

MM Topic 2 to MM Topic 5 Become sub-topics, sub-sub-topics, etc 

MM Floating Topic Becomes a floating topic 

MM Callout Becomes a callout (MM21/22 onwards, requires indenting to be attached to the 
correct topic – see note under Styles Converted to Topic/Task Attributes below) 

MM Image Becomes an image in the preceding topic 

MM Notes Become topic notes text for the preceding topic 

Styles Converted to Topic/Task Attributes 
Note: in MindManager 21, 22 and onwards the following styles must be indented relative to their “parent” topics, 
otherwise the attributes will be attached to the central topic. The level required will vary, but if the document 
heading styles are not themselves indented then a flat 2cm to 3cm indentation should be adequate.  

General Attributes 

MM Hyperlink Becomes a hyperlink on the preceding topic 

MM TopicInfo Becomes the marker group or property name attached to the preceding topic for the 
following attribute. Optional for text markers, required for topic properties 

MM Text Marker Becomes a text tag for the topic prior to MM TopicInfo (if present) within the marker 
group specified in MM TopicInfo. If MM TopicInfo not present becomes a tag in the 
general tags group for the preceding topic 

MM Property Becomes a text topic property (even if it is a number) in the property field defined by the 
preceding MM TopicInfo for the topic prior to MM TopicInfo 

Task Attributes 

MM Priority Becomes the priority for the preceding topic. Should be a simple number 1 to 5 

MM Percent Complete Becomes the progress % for the preceding topic (% symbol is optional). Actual % is 
imported but nearest MM completion icon will be shown 

MM Start Date & 
MM End Date 

Become the start date and end date respectively for the preceding topic. Regional date 
settings are not always recognised so always write as mm/dd/yyyy. If date is a non-
workday, it will be adjusted to the nearest work workday based on calendar settings 

MM Duration Becomes the topic task duration. Whole numbers become days, numbers written as 
decimal fractions become days & hours depending on the calendar settings (eg. if the 
default is 8 hours, then 2.5 will appear as 2d, 4h).  

Note: If one of the three elements above (Start Date, End Date & Duration) is missing it will be calculated from the 
other two. If all three are present but there is an inconsistency, then Start Date and Duration take precedence. 

MM Milestone Becomes a milestone. No text required, but must be preceded by an MM End Date 

MM Resource Becomes the topic resource for the preceding topic 

MM Effort Becomes the topic effort for the preceding topic 

MM General Cost Becomes the topic general cost for the preceding topic. Does not need a currency sign 

 


